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Washington, DC Oral History Project 
 

Transcription of Interview with Eric Sheptock on October 12, 2012  
at the Martin Luther King Jr. Library 

 
      SNS: StacieNicole Simmons 

ES: Eric Sheptock 
 
 
 

SNS: Greetings, Eric. 
 
ES: How are you doing Stacie Nicole? 
 
SNS: It’s a pleasure to be here with you today. We are here at the Martin Luther King Jr. 
Library in Washington, DC with Eric Sheptock on October 12, 2012. Eric, do I have your 
permission to record the interview? 
 
ES: You sure do. 
 
SNS: Thank you very much. Let’s just start with some basic questions, like how long have 
you been living in Washington, DC? 
 
ES: I have been in DC for just over seven years now. 
 
SNS: Seven years and how long have you been unhoused in Washington, DC? 
 
ES: Well for the entire time that I have been here. 
 
SNS: Okay. And how did you come to DC? 
 
ES: I hitched here from Florida. 
 
SNS: Will you tell me a little bit about that experience or describe that transition from 
Florida to DC? 
 
ES: I-I left Gainesville, Florida on July 6th of 2005, on Bush’s birthday and I came here as a 
peace activist because I believed that Bush had gone to war in Iraq based on lies, and I heard 
all about the Downing Street memo and Bilderberg and so forth. And uh, so over the course 
of twenty-five days I came up the coast. I did some stopping over in different places like 
Lake City, Florida, and then- I think I stopped in Florence, South Carolina for a few days. 
Then I stopped in Raleigh, North Carolina for a few days and then I-I finally got here on the 
night of July 31st, 2005. And actually when I first got what, well, what happened, when I got 
to Farmville, Virginia, I had the experience, actually, I’ll go back a little further.  I got into 
Bullock, North Carolina, and as I’m walking up the highway I see these really dark clouds 
overhead, and I knew that they were gonna burst sometime soon. And I didn’t want to be 
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caught in the middle of nowhere when the clouds finally burst, so I was I was still in Bullock, 
North Carolina, which is still about ten miles away from the Virginia border. And so I saw 
this church and it had a carport and I went and sat under the carport to wait out the rain which 
actually hadn’t even begun yet. And it was on a Friday afternoon and the pastor drove up 
about five minutes after I sat down. And he’s like can- can I get you anything? I said, well 
just a little bit of food. I’m not a very good beggar and so he’s like you need anything else? 
You need some clean socks some shoes, a coat? And I’m like, “Nah, just some food.” 
 
 And he’s one of these people, he’s just gonna give whether you want it or not. And so he 
went home and came back a few minutes later and he had this bag of with some uh socks and 
some other clothing items he had a North Face coat. Uh and uh, so he’s like you said you we 
wanted some food, and I said, “Yeah.” So he took me to a Chinese restaurant and we sit 
down and eat and of course he asked me my story and of course he wanted to know why I 
was headed to DC and so forth and then after that you know, I thought he was done.  But 
then he took me to the store where he bought me a new backpack. And then he took me to 
this convenience store where he bought me some nonperishable foods.  And he filled the 
backpack up, and he got me some new boots and everything. And then he drove me to the 
North Carolina line and he gave me this phone card with about fifty dollars on it.  And that 
phone card took me more than a year to use actually.  
 
But um, so then I got back out on the road and I started walking and I came into Farmville, 
Virginia and it was late at night and so. I guess it was like one o’clock in the morning, and 
I’m on Highway 15, which has no lights in that area. And, uh, I was really tired and I was so 
tired I felt like I was gonna fall out and so I’m like I gotta -lie down somewhere. I didn’t 
want to lie on the side of the road cause if a car pulled off the road and it doesn’t see me, 
they’re gonna run me over, you know. And so finally I got to this church, Oak Grove Baptist 
Church on Highway 15 in Farmville, Virginia, and it was the only place that had lights for as 
far as the eye can see. And it had a lighted sign and they had lights outside the church so I 
said let me go up here and lie on the porch. Well -they had two small porches and I went to 
both of them and looked at them. And in both cases  -I saw-  these really big poisonous 
spiders, and I’m like I don’t know if I want to - lie down here. It was a Saturday night and I 
said a prayer and I lied down and when I woke up Sunday morning I had not been bitten.  
 
And so everyone’s going into church and Sunday school and so I went in and sat down 
through Sunday school and uh they were talking about helping those in need.  I’m not sure if 
it was targeted at me because they’d seen me getting up off the steps as they came in or what, 
but at the end of Sunday school I stood up and I said uh well I heard all y’all talk about 
helping those in need, all I want is some food and can anybody help me? And with that you 
know, I just sat back down and then the church service began and in the middle of the church 
service someone comes and taps me and says, “Come back into the dining area we got some 
food for you.” A lady had gone either home or to a restaurant and got me some food and put 
it into a takeout plate she had two take out plates one with the meal, one with dessert and so I 
went out there and ate. 
 
And then I went back into the church service and at the end of the church service, we gave 
testimonies.  And so I stood up and I said, “Well at Sunday school you know you talked  
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about helping those in need, and I stood up and I asked you just to get me some food and one 
of your ladies got me some food.” And I said, “Well thank you and you kept your word and 
you did what you preached about you know, you practiced what you preached.” And the 
preacher, who was a tall black woman, she says, “Wait a minute. We got something else for 
you.” She took up an offering and they collected eighty-four dollars. They put it in an 
envelope and gave it to me. And I—(speaking at same time) 
 
[6:42] 

 
SNS: Now did that help you get from Virginia to DC?  
 
ES: Well I’m, uh, actually it did.- What happened was I walked about ten more miles and 
then this guy picks me up, and-  he was an off duty paramedic. But he was in his car and says 
I’m going about five more miles down this road, and I’ll take you as far as I’m going. And of 
course I began to talk, and something about my conversation just kind of made him change 
his mind. And he’s like, “You know what I’m going to take you all the way to Charlottesville 
and put you on Greyhound.” And- and so he did, and I pull out ten dollars for gas and he’s 
like no keep your money, and he gives me twenty more dollars, and now I have 104 dollars. 
And so then I went into the -Greyhound and paid twenty-three dollars, and I road from 
Charlottesville into DC. 
 
But then when I got here when I got off of Greyhound a homeless woman had been sleeping 
outside the station, and she came into the station and she asked me for some money. And so I 
gave her three dollars. People had given me about 500 dollar’-s worth of stuff as I came up 
the coast over twenty-five days, and so I figured that I’d give back.  So I gave her three 
dollars, you know, and as soon as I did the security guard came and arrested her for 
panhandling inside the Greyhound station. And I tried to tell him, “Sir, I don’t mind giving it 
to her,” and he got an attitude and he’s was like, “You shut up or I’ll arrest you too.” And I 
realized at the point that DC wasn’t a very nice place you know.  And I’m sorry to say it but 
even his attitude is symbolic of the city-wide attitude toward homelessness. 

 
SNS: With that in mind, given your experience can you tell me why you think homelessness 
has become entrenched, so entrenched in Washington, DC? 

 
ES: Well in a word, capitalism. You know, that’s an idea that a lot of people back away from 
when you speak against capitalism because everyone loves it, you know. Many people love 
it, I shouldn’t say everybody but you know it’s like this uh you have landlord’s charging 
really high rents. In DC, the average rent is 1600 dollars a month and you have employers 
that want to pay you as little as possible. So if people are charging you as much as possible 
for rent and otherwise and employers are paying you as little as possible then- then uh you 
can’t make ends meet. And that’s everything in a nutshell. And I’m a speaker for the 
National Coalition for the Homeless and some of the stats they give us say that the five 
leading causes of homelessness in this country in order: lack of affordable housing; lack of a 
living wage; number three is domestic violence; number four is medical bankruptcy, you 
know, you have a chronic illness or you have a car wreck or get in a really bad wreak and 
you’re in the hospital for a long time and then number five is mental illness.  
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So drug addiction and alcoholism are not even in the top five reasons for homelessness in this 
country. And so that really flies in the face of stereotypes, you know and a lot of folk who 
actually develop those habits after becoming homeless as coping mechanisms.  But that all 
goes to the solution, as well, because you know what I would say is that there is too much 
emphasis on things like case management because case management deals with people one 
on one. And says and what are your specific issues and  I will help you work through your 
specific issues but we already know that most homelessness is brought on by a lack of 
affordable housing and a lack of a living wage. And, of course, you have other factors like 
unemployment where you have no wages at all. But what we need are macro solutions before 
we try to go with these micro solutions. If the city were to create a massive stock of 
affordable housing, they’d create a large number of living wages jobs that low income 
people, people without specialized training could do, then many of the people would actually 
run to those things. They would run to those jobs and they would run to that affordable 
housing and they would take care of themselves. DC has over 70,000 homeless people in a 
population of 620,000 people, so about 1.1 % of DC’s population is homeless. And of those 
7,000, I would dare say, that between four and 5,000 of them would just run out and take care 
of themselves- if they knew for sure that they could get this living wage job. And they could 
then pay for their own affordable housing and then- 
 
[11:31] 
 
SNS: With that in mind let me just ask you, when you say affordable housing, let me go 
back- What kind of jobs have you personally had in the past? 
 
ES: I worked for six years for Shands Hospital in Gainesville, Florida. I was basically a 
freight handler. 
 
SNS How about in the DC area? 
 
ES: In DC, I have just done a lot of homeless advocacy. I’ve not held any regular job. I 
mean, a lot of folk say that what I do is work, I don’t actually work for an employer that pays 
me. 
 
SNS: Okay. So- earlier you were saying that if there were jobs available that ties directly into 
the affordable housing issue. Am I correct? 
 
ES: Yes, correct. Right because no housing is affordable if you have no income 
 
 
SNS: Right. Has your ability to find work or make a living changed over the course of your 
life? You just mentioned that in Gaines- Gainesberg? 
 
ES: Gainesville, FL. 
 
SNS: Gainesville. So, you were employed in Gainesville. What were you doing again? 
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ES: I was basically a freight handler. My job title was tractor driver. I drove one of those 
small trains, like what you see at the airport put the luggage on planes. Because the hospital 
is about three blocks long, so I would drive out the trash and do the linen- Drive in new 
supplies and clean the linens. I’d run the incinerator so I got to burn body parts. Then I also 
would empty the trash into the linen shoots. You had these shots that went roof to basement 
you’d drop stuff down from each floor and-I am the guy that would catch it and drive it out 
 
SNS: How long did you hold that position? 
 
ES: I was there for about six years. 
 
SNS: And then after that-? 
 
ES: After that is when I became homeless. And once I became homeless, I got caught in what 
I would call the homeless rut, where you just working and working at these jobs that don’t 
pay a living wage. I did a lot of day labor. I worked on several different farms. I ‘ve done like 
six different  crops white potatoes, sweet potatoes, onions, watermelon, tobacco, cabbage. 
And, so I have just done a lot of different low paying jobs from 94-2005. In 2005, I came to 
DC and since I came here I haven’t done any regular manual labor. I have done different odd 
jobs. I’m actually moving some people tomorrow. I also make a little bit of money as a 
speaker for NCH. 
 
SNS: Wonderful. Describe the type of jobs, you believe, you have the skills to do right now. 
 
ES: Well, I can obviously do manual labor. My ability to do that might actually be decreasing 
due to age. I can do a little bit of clerical work. I am not a very fast typist. But as you can  
tell, I can definitely  get a job on the phone or on the radio. Everyone tells me I have a radio 
voice (laughs).  I’m kind of imagining that I might be kind of like Ted Williams, the 
homeless guy from Ohio with a radio voice, who did his thing for somebody and now he’s 
got a job again.  
 
[14:37] 
 
SNS: Sounds good. Tell me a little bit more about how being homeless shapes your work 
experience. So, how did it impact you either getting work or keeping work? 
 
ES: The first thing that comes to mind is that employers don’t want to hire people who have 
been unemployed for more than three years. I met a guy that worked in banking for more 
than twenty years and he had been unemployed for about four years. And for the last year or 
so, employers have been telling him you have been out for the last three years we don’t want 
you, basically. And, so by me having not held down a quote, unquote regular job for at least 
three jobs, that really hurts my resume. And then, also, there are employers that do these 
credit checks- They give credit checks for jobs that have nothing to do with credit running. I 
have a friend named Steve Thomas, who is a homeless advocate, now he’s driven eighteen 
wheelers. And with a CDL license to drive eighteen wheelers, with experience of a homeless 
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advocate, he figured he’d apply for this job UPO, which is the United P (unintelligible) 
Organization. The organization that actually drives homeless people from the downtown 
area’s to the shelters in the evenings and in the winter time they bring blankets to the 
homeless who stay on the streets and bring them some hot chocolate and what not. And he 
tried to get a job with them and they didn’t hire him. And he said, “I have I have all kinds of 
credentials to do this job. I can drive eighteen wheelers, so I can surely drive a van. I deal 
with the homeless all the time, why didn’t you hire me?” It turns out, it was his credit. So, 
that to me is really idiotic that they would use a credit check to keep him from getting the job 
for which he is very qualified. 

 

SNS: Jobs are one way that people support themselves. What are some other ways that 

people in DC support themselves? -Unhoused people in DC. 

 

ES: Well there’s the obvious, panhandling. And then there are some people who get SSI 

checks. Believe me, I can’t get one. I actually had a head injury when I was eight months old, 

from child abuse. My parents actually almost killed me when I was eight months old, that’s 

why I went to foster care for almost five years. Then I got adopted by Rudy and Joanne 

Sheptock. Sheptock’s actually a polish name. I’m-[unintelligible] polish. My mom is Italian. 

My Dad’s passed away. He died in 2000. My mom turned seventy-five in August and I went 

down to visit her. So, it’s like, even with my head injury, I can’t get SSI. 

 

I tried when I was seventeen back in ’86 and got turned down. I tried again in ‘92-‘93 and at 

that time I was actually lifting weighting eights. I working at Shands Hospital so I walk in 

there all buffed up (laughed) with my chest all the way out here [lifting hand to indicate 

puffed up] and they were like no you can’t get this. They ran a physical and they sent me to 

the psychologist and said no you are fine. I guess I am. It was a win- win. Whether you leave 

knowing that you are ok. I’m not as crazy as they think I am. Or you leave saying okay, I am 

crazy, at least I get paid for it. No matter how you slice, it’s a win. I got to leave with my 

self-esteem, but no paycheck 

 

SNS: I understand that. Tell me a little about panhandling. You mentioned that panhandling 

is the obvious How is that viewed in the unhoused community? How is that perceived by 

other people? 
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ES: Amongst the homeless you don’t really hear a lot of conversation. It is one of those 

things, either you do it or you don’t do it. The homeless community is just as divisive as any 

other community. It is not a homogenous community. And so you have some people who 

will and some who won’t. There are a lot of homeless who just go out and do day labor, like 

I’ve done. There are some that do farm work. As a matter fact, the farming contractors 

actually like to prey on the homeless. When I was living in Orlando, a farming contractor 

sent one of his drivers down in a van from Benson, North Carolina to Orlando, Florida, 

which is about a 1000 mile drive- to pick up some guys to work on this farm in Benson. And 

they get you out there in the boondocks and they treat you how they want to treat you, 

basically.  

 

You may have heard of the mistreatment of some of these illegal immigrants when they go to 

the farms. There was a big deal down in Oakley, Florida with the tomato growers exploiting 

the illegal immigrants, undocumented worker, however you want to put it, the same thing 

happens to homeless people. And often times what happens is they get on these farms- And 

what happens the contractor doubles as a drug dealer and what he’ll do is he’ll sell drugs to 

the workers and he’ll let them run their credit up so that when pay day comes they actually 

owe more than for the drugs than he owes them for the work.  And now they are in debt and 

of course, they need to eat.  And, so now the contractor is actually lending money to them 

saying, “Ok, I’ll lend you twenty dollars to get you some food and I’ll add that to your debt.”  

And then in some cases, if the workers try to leave while they still owe the contractor money, 

then the contractor may become violent. And because you are in the middle of nowhere and 

it’s hard to call the cops and that really leaves you in a bad way. 

 

[20:41] 

 

SNS: Have you had any personal experience-personally have you been a victim of any type 

of hate crime, where you feel like you have been taken advantage of specifically or targeted 

specifically because you are unhoused in the DC area? 
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ES: No. I actually haven’t had anything like that happen to me, but I ‘m pretty well insulated 

as a homeless advocate. A lot people know me so my story, my position is different than that 

of the average homeless person, just because I am as outspoken as I am. 

 

SNS: That makes a lot of sense.  Tell me a little bit about your education. You are very 

articulate. Tell me a little bit about your early childhood education and then your current 

education. 

 

ES: Well, to wrap it all up in a nutshell, I’ll say that I’m from New Jersey and rumor has it 

that education is better up North, than it is down South. That kids who grow up in the North 

if they move down South and finish a school down there ,you can actually be failing in a 

northern schools, and when you go to the South, you are at the head of the class. And then 

kids from the South could be at the head of the class and when they move up North and 

transfer to a different school, they are actually failing.  

 

That kind of says a whole lot, but half way through the eighth grade my parents transferred 

me from a public school in New Jersey to a Christian school. And when they moved to 

Florida in- well it was a long move they started moving in December of ’84, when I was 

fifteen, and by the time we finished the move it was March of ’85. And I turned sixteen, my 

birthday is in February. So, I actually finished school in Florida at another Christian school 

so my last four and a half years were at Christian schools. And in the Christian school, they 

have a rule that you have to make 80 percent to pass, not sixty or seventy. And so they are a 

little bit harder on you.  

 

And I don’t have any education beyond high school, but even years and years after finishing 

high school, I still test out at a 12.9 grade level. I have done these different aptitude tests over 

the past few years, when looking at possible job training programs. And I have tested out at a 

12.9 grade level even in my forties. By comparison, they say that most people, even though 

they finished high school, they actually function in society at an eighth grade level because 

the last four years of learning go in one ear and out the other. So when somebody retains 

their entire education- that really says a little something. 
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SNS: It does. In a recent flyer printed by a SHARC member, it pointed out that DC’s high 

school graduation rate is below the national average. Do you think there is a connection 

between education and homelessness? 

 

ES: I would say there is a connection. That either not finishing high school or finishing at a 

really bad high school- that didn’t teach you very much- that really decreases your chances of 

getting a job in DC. As a matter of fact, I went to an event held by a DC Delegate Eleanor 

Holmes Norton, last year, she actually has one very year right here at the MLK library, and at 

the one she had last year, they put for the staff that 68 percent of the available jobs here in 

DC require an education beyond high school. So even if you finish high school, you still 

don’t have a very good chance of landing a job here in DC. Your chances are about one in 

three. 

 

SNS: Wow. Let me shift this a little bit because without a job there are healthcare issues.  

How has your ability to access healthcare changed over the course of your life? 

 

ES: Well, actually since I used to work at a hospital, I use to have really good healthcare. I 

paid like six dollars a week for a million dollars’ worth of accidental, death, dismemberment 

as well as all the other things that go with just working at a hospital. And they give you 

regular checkup and so forth. But then here in DC, I’ve actually had two operations. I had a 

knee operation in 2006 and I had three hernias in 2007 that I got operated on. The doctor 

asked me, “What you saw they were on sale or something and got three of them, huh?” 

(Laughs) I didn’t have to pay a dime for either one of them. In DC we use to have DC 

General Hospital which was a hospital in the poorer part of DC. And you could go there and 

get affordable healthcare. That, of course, has been closed down now and the hospital has 

been converted to a homeless shelter for families. So it is still serving the poor, but in the 

place of the DC General Hospital, they now have Unity Healthcare, which is a series of 

different health clinics around town that poor folk can go to- That the homeless can go to and 

it was actually through Unity Healthcare, that I had my two operations. 

[26:30] 
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SNS: Were you satisfied with the support that you received through Unity Healthcare? 

 

ES: Yes, actually I was. After each operation I recuperated at a place called Christ House, 

which is basically, a small homeless hospital. They don’t have all the amenities of the larger 

hospitals, but anyway I went there for like a week and a half after each operation. In the latter 

operation, after I had the hernia operation- well the doctor told me beforehand, this is a real 

simple operation- real basic. You will be out the same day- there won’t be any pain. When I 

woke up from the operation, I was in excruciating pain. And they were like- they get you out 

of the operating room and into this room where you are just sitting in a recliner. And they 

say, “Mr. Sheptock, we’re done with you.” And my God, I wish that they hadn’t said that 

‘cause when I woke up, that’s when the pain set in. I’m like, “The doctor lied to me. This 

thing really hurts.” And they didn’t want to give me anything. But I complained so much that 

they finally gave me a morphine drip. And then I’m like, “Am I going to go up into a bed?” 

They said, “No, all of the beds upstairs are full.” And I think it was because I was a 

nonpaying customer. So then they said, “Well, we’re going to call Christ House and see if 

they’ll take you.” So I called Christ House and they said, “We’re full.” But I said, “You 

knew I was coming here. You‘re the ones who sent me here. Why didn’t you preserve a bed 

for me?” So they said, “There’s nothing they can do. We’re full.”  

 

So it actually finally got to the point that- I’m not a crying man, but between the drugs and 

the pain, I actually began to cry. And the doctor finally said, “We found a room, on the third 

floor, for you.” And, so they brought me upstairs, with my morphine drip. And I stayed 

overnight and the following day they picked me up from Christ House. I actually thought it 

was very unprofessional of the doctor to just come down on me so hard and tell me that they 

had nowhere for me- that we can’t keep you overnight- We have to get rid of you tonight, so 

forth. But when I finally broke down and cried then he let me stay. But anyway, that was GW 

Hospital, by the way, that’s George Washington University Hospital. So I did have that 

negative experience, as a nonpaying customer, at a hospital. 

 

SNS: How long did you end you staying at Christ House? 
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ES: It’s about nine or ten days, each time? 

 

SNS:  What year was this in? 

 

ES: The knee operation was in ’06 and the hernia was in ’07. 

[29:33] 

 

SNS: Let me ask you, as far as ongoing healthcare, what challenges do you face with 

ongoing, regular, healthcare?-Checkups? 

 

ES: I, actually, have never been one for regular checkups. Even when I was at the hospital, 

my supervisor had to talk me into getting these checkups. I’ve just never been one to go to 

the doctors when- if I didn’t really need to. And I’m one of those people that even if he has 

the healthcare, even works at the hospital where they just give it to you, he just doesn’t like 

to go to doctors unnecessarily. And, so I can’t really speak to the issue of having any 

challenges getting regular healthcare. Nonetheless, what I knew would happen eventually is 

beginning to happen. I had the operation on my right knee in 2006 and now my left knee is 

starting to give me some trouble off and on. So, I may have to go back and have that operated 

on. I kind of knew in ‘06 it may come to that its finally coming to that. 

 

SNS: Let me ask you in general, what services, do the unhoused find difficult to get? 

 

ES: What services? 

 

SNS: Either health care, any type of care and any type of social service? 

 

ES: Well, I see homeless people that have some very serious health issues. I’m not one to ask 

them about their health issues. Folk tend to can get real uncomfortable, especially if you 

don’t know them very well, if you are talking about their health issues. But I’m not sure if 

they’re having trouble accessing healthcare or if it’s just mental illness, in some cases, 

causing them not to know they need it. I don’t know- that at least in one case, there was a 
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woman that I knew had some sort of filth disease- where she had gotten- one of her legs was 

swollen and red. She was a Caucasian woman and her leg was really swollen and red and had 

all this yellow puss. I’m not sure if it was lime disease or some other filth disease, but I saw 

that her leg looked so bad it might have to get cut off. And so I asked her to go to the hospital 

and she didn’t want to go.  So, I finally called mental health and they came down and spoke 

to her and they got her to go. And, so I saw her sometime after that and her leg had not been 

amputated and it looked like it was better.  

 

So-I’m not sure what it was. I do know that some folk just- because of their mental illness- 

that don’t realize that they need healthcare. I’m not sure if anybody actually has trouble 

accessing it. What I do know is that the city is always talking about decreasing the funding 

for healthcare for poor people and so now they created rule where you have to reapply every 

six months and if you don’t reapply you get knocked off the rolls. So if you go to the doctor 

day and your application is not updated, then are going to go through a lot of trouble to get 

that application updated, in order to get the care. 

 

SNS: You just mentioned mental health. Are the services for the mentally ill or those who 

have substance abuse issues helpful? Do you think that they have ample support? 

 

[33:10] 

ES: Its not ample because you’re crisis has to be within a timely basis because what 

happened is that they use to have a twenty-four crisis hotline for suicide or other mental 

health issues, but that hotline actually shuts down at midnight. I’m not sure what time they go 

back on- probably around seven or eight AM. I actually had a situation like that where- what 

happened kind of funny or coincidental.  

 

I was actually riding around with the shelter director, a guy name Paul Amara, who runs the 

three men’s shelter in the city for Catholic Charities: the 801 E Shelter, the New York 

Avenue, Adams Place. And he and I, and several other people, had just ridden up to New 

York Avenue shelter in Northeast DC- and it was in December of last year, and there was a 

mentally ill man who was really just having an episode. He was standing in front of this 
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shelter- he was reaching inside of his clothes and he was scratching, he was reaching in all 

sorts of positions. I’m not sure if he had bugs or what the issue was, but he was mentally ill, 

very clearly mentally ill. And the security guard came out the front door, the guy asked if he 

could get in, and security told him he had to walk around to the back entrance.  

 

The rule normally is that the guys who are able to walk come through the back entrance 

through the alley way- that keeps from clogging up the sidewalks, and the handicapped 

people come in through the main entrance on New York Avenue. But this was twelve o’clock 

at night and everyone was inside except for this one guy. So the shelter director actually saw 

this thing happen, you know. Come on, use your head.  It was actually a light rain, at the time 

and the guy is mentally ill. It is very obvious. And there is no need to send him to the back 

door. Using the back is just to keep the sidewalk clear so you don’t have 360 guys from 

clogging up the sidewalk. And with it being midnight, there’s no need to do that. Take him in 

the front door. If he goes around the back being mentally ill and something happens to him 

along the way, then you’re going to be liable.  

 

And so anyway, what happened though, was that before, while this whole thing was 

unfolding, I called mental health. Before this guy was actually allowed in, I called mental 

health to say this guy is having an episode in front of this shelter. And they said to me- it was 

like five minutes to twelve, and they said, “We shut down at midnight because of budget 

cuts.” And I said, “I thought you were twenty-four hours.” And he said, “We use to be but 

our budget got cut so we are no longer twenty-four hours.” So they said just call the police, 

call 911 and have them take care of him because we are about to go out of service. So when I 

hung up, I said, okay, you have to have your crisis in a timely manner. If you have a crisis at 

12:01 AM, you’re screwed. 

 

[36:33] 

SNS: On that note what are the shelter conditions and availability, how has that changed 

since you’ve been in Washington, DC? 
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ES: Well, when you talk about shelter availability, you have to talk about the number of 

homeless. And when I came to DC in 2005, I actually wasn’t an advocate at that time. I 

began advocating for the homeless in 2006. I don’t even know what the numbers are in 2005. 

I tried to find them online but I couldn’t. But, I know that in 2006 in January, ‘cause they 

count every January, they counted 6,157 homeless people. The following year, in 2007, it 

was exactly 400 less, 5,757.  And since then it’s gone up. And, so in January of this year it 

was 6,954 at this point, we are clearly beyond 7,000, so we’ll be counting again in January. 

I’m sure it’ll be like 7,300 and something. So, the number of homeless is actually going up. 

The number of shelter beds is going down. We have increased need and decreased resources. 

And the Franklin School shelter was closed in September 2008. Franklin School, well- the 

building has five floors. They were housing 300 men or sheltering 300 men on two floors. 

And they had three floors that were unused.  

 

When the previous mayor, a man named Adrian Fenty, closed Franklin School shelter, he 

said he was going to house at least 300 homeless men before closing the shelter. Well, in a 

sense, he did keep his promise. On the day that Franklin, closed they had housed 240 men. 

And since then, that program has housed a lot more than 300 men. The program he created, 

Permanent Supportive Housing, has now housed somewhere between 1,500 and 2,000 

homeless people. And Franklin, like I say, helped 300. But, the thing about it is that- the 

number of homeless people is increasing at a faster rate than people are being housed. So, 

that when I tell you how many homeless folk there are, that does not include the people who 

are housed by the government, they are not counted among the presently homeless.  

 

There’s a major spike among homeless families that is the fastest growing segment of the 

homeless population. But I’m like this though- in January 2008 we counted 6,044 homeless 

people. In September 2008, the previous mayor’s program began to house homeless people 

and that program was used as an excuse to close Franklin School Shelter. We lost 300 shelter 

beds, but since the number of homeless has increased by more than 1,000 since then, if you 

needed that 300 bed shelter when you had 6,044 homeless people, you surely need that 300 

bed shelter now that you have 7,000 and some odd homeless people. And so it all depends on 

how you look at it. If you look at it from the standpoint of the mayor created the housing 
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program before closing the shelter, then that justifies the closure. But if you look at it from 

the standpoint of the number of homeless people has increased, in spite of the housing 

program, then that doesn’t justify the closing. Do you follow my logic? 

  

     [40:25] 

SNS: Yes, I follow your logic. Tell me a little bit about shelter conditions- inside the shelter? 

 

ES: Well, some are cleaner than others. Well, of the city run shelters, you have a mix. Some 

that are clean and some that are not. New York Avenue Shelter is a city-run shelter. New 

York Avenue, 801 and Adams Place are three men’s shelters that are run by Catholic 

Charities. Catholic Charities is contracted under city government, Department of Human 

Services. And New York Avenue Shelter is by far the filthiest shelter in the city. And they 

have a lot of pets over there. A lot of rats and roaches and bed bugs, you name it. It is 

notorious for that. A mile and a half away, also in Northeast DC, you have the Adams Place 

Shelter, and that is, by contrast, known to be the cleanest shelter. And then in Southeast DC, 

on the ground of Saint E’s hospital, you have the 801 East Shelter, also known as the MLK, 

Jr. Shelter, that’s actually pretty clean. And so it’s a real neat mix.  

 

And over at the CCNV Shelter that’s actually not a city-run shelter, they’re in a government 

building, but they’re their own nonprofit-they don’t get city funding after operating funds. 

Over there, the building is really falling apart. It’s not so much an issue of cleanliness- they 

actually have inspections every Friday morning at 10 AM, so you have to clean up at least 

once a week. But there are maintenance issues and the shelter staff is not responsible to 

maintain the building. The building is still owned by the federal government, but is 

maintained by DC government. And in the building you have three separate shelters.  You 

have two city-run female shelters: Open Doors and John Young and CCNV which is the 

Community for Creative Non -Violence and they’re their own nonprofit. The entire building 

is poorly maintained and that falls squarely on DC government with its Department of 

General Services. 

 

SNS: Describe “poorly maintained.” 
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ES: I mean, along the bottoms of the walls, you see where the dry wall is falling apart from 

having gotten wet and not having any baseboards. The baseboards are actually missing along 

the walls. And that is causing the dry wall to rot and every time you mop the floor- so it’s 

like cleaning actually messes up the wall. That’s the purpose of baseboards to protect the dry 

wall from when you mop and to also hide the edges of the carpet where you have carpet. 

Without the baseboards, the walls rot every time you mop the floor. And then you have two 

different gang showers on the third floor. I’m sure it’s the same on the first and second floor. 

I actually live on the third floor, so I can tell you about the third floor. So, on the third floor, 

we have two gang showers and each gang shower has eight shower heads. And out of sixteen 

shower heads, about eight of them work. Either the nob is broken or the shower head itself is 

broken, on about half of them. You have a bunch of toilets and a bunch of urinals, which 

only guys use [laughter], and about half of them are broken. In the gang shower, the ceiling is 

actually failing in. They have these drop ceilings and there drop ceilings are literally 

dropping, [laughter] so living up to their name [laughter]. If they don’t fix the drop ceiling, 

it’s going to drop on somebody’s head.  

 

There’s a major story behind that because several years ago, the city gave CCNV seven 

million dollars to fix the building up and they spent the seven million dollars and didn’t get 

everything done. They went back to the city, city gave them seven million more dollars, they 

spent the seven million dollars and everything wasn’t fixed. And the city said, “We’re not 

giving you any more money to fix that building up.” And as it turns out, they didn’t fix the 

roof. And so you have these problems on the roof-roof leaks on the roof that’s causing what 

was fixed below that, to now rot. Then you have some other major issues- plumbing issues 

and problems with the ventilation.  And the AC and so forth and those things were never 

fixed. So, things that weren’t fixed are actually messing up the things that were fixed. 

 

A maintenance man actually spoke to me a few months ago and he told me, for thirty-five 

dollars, we could have saved a lot of trouble. Like in the gang showers-they redid the gang 

showers and they didn’t seal the floor. It cost about thirty-five dollars for a bucket of sealer. 

And a bucket of sealer would cover the entire floor of each gang shower. And they didn’t 
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spend those thirty-five dollars and now there’s a lot of leakage from the shower on the third 

floor down to the second floor, from the second to the first, from the first to the basement. 

For thirty-five per gang shower or about 200 or so dollars for the entire building, you 

could’ve saved the thousands and thousands of dollars’ worth of work, that are now being 

lost. 

 

     [46:44] 

SNS: In addition to the safety concerns or issues or physical issues are there ever any safety, 

interpersonal issues between people in the shelters? Are there ever-? 

 

ES: Well that depend s on the shelter. Where I’m at, the CCNV shelter, you don’t have too 

many problems like that. Every once in a while you get a fist fight. You know guys are going 

to be guys and gals are going to be gals. Every once in a while that happens, but we actually-

probably have the best behaved lot of people at that particular shelter. And the reason is, 

because of the shelter rules. Not so much the behavioral rules, but I can come in up to 2AM. 

Whereas other shelters you have to sign in usually around seven and you can leave usually 

for a couple hours and have to be back by nine or ten. Our curfew at CCNV is 2AM. Then at 

CCNV you can actually be gone two nights a week and they’ll hold your bed for you. Other 

shelters, if you miss a single night, your bed is given away to somebody else. And so those 

sorts of rules make a very lucrative shelter.  

 

So, when people get in there, they get on their best behavior. And at most shelters, you check 

in on a night by night basis. Like I said, if you don’t come back the following night, your bed 

is lost. Whereas at CCNV you sign a contract for six months or a year and even after you 

sign a contract, they don’t hold you to it, in terms of the time imit. There are folk, like 

myself, who have been there for more than a year. The other thing is that at the CCNV 

Shelter, you can keep your stuff there because you signed a contract, that bed is yours for six 

months a year two years, three years, whatever. You can keep your stuff there. They give you 

an upright locker, which is the case at other shelters as well, but because you are going to 

come back to that same bed every night, you can just put your stuff there are not carry it 

around with you. And you get half the space under your bed. So, I have two footlockers that I 
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brought with me. And I have the upright looker that they gave me, so my two footlockers are 

under the bed and my upright locker is next to the bed. That’s why you don’t see my lugging 

all my stuff around all day. I bring my laptop and whatever else I have in my backpack, such 

as papers. The other thing is that, at other shelters, you have to leave at 7AM every day and 

come back at 7PM. Whereas at CCNV, you have to leave on Monday and Wednesday from 

9AM to 5PM and on Friday 11AM to 5PM. And then you can stay in the other four days a 

week. If you are working, you can stay in seven days a week, if you work second or third 

shift. Also like in the winter, you can stay in everyday and also on holidays and also if it’s 

raining. 

 

SNS: Let me ask you, we have talked about people who go to the shelter and we’ve talked 

about people who cannot get into a shelter, but some people choose to stay outside. Would 

you tell me why do people choose to live outside? 

 

ES: There’s a variety of reasons. One of them is that they’re mentally ill and they don’t make 

very good choices. They don’t logic things out very well. Another is that they have the fear 

of being attacked by another homeless person, if they stay in the shelter. Those fears are 

usually unfounded. You don’t have very many violent situations within the shelters. You do 

have security at the different shelters. If there is a fight it usually is the result of an altercation 

as opposed to somebody just walking up attacking you for no apparent reason.  So those fears 

are usually very unfounded. Also you have people that will tell you outright that they don’t 

like structure or they don’t like rules. Or maybe they don’t want another homeless person 

telling them what to do. 

 

Because some of the homeless shelters are staffed by homeless people like the CCNV 

Shelter. Other shelters, like the Catholic Charities Shelters, you often have people who are 

not homeless, but they are ex-cons or returning citizens, who got a job at the shelter, because 

they couldn’t get a job anywhere else. And they are very unprofessional, in a lot of cases. For 

many years now, I have been hearing homeless people complain about the unprofessional 

behavior of shelter staff. And in some cases, the homeless person just doesn’t like structure. 
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In other cases, there have a very legitimate reason, which is that you have unprofessional 

staff and the just don’t want to have to deal with the unprofessional staff. 

       

      [52:08] 

SNS: Have you seen the number of people sleeping outside changing since you have been in 

Washington DC?  Has the number gone up or decreased? 

 

ES: It’s really hard to say because the people who sleep outdoors do a lot of moving around. So, 

in some cases, you’ll see a person who’s sleeping in Northwest tonight and that same person 

might sleep in Northeast tomorrow night. I really have no way of gauging whether or not theres 

more of them or just by chance people, who were sleeping on the outskirts of town, have come 

into downtown or vice versa. 

 

SNS: You mentioned, Catholic Charities and the city-run shelters, in your experience does the 

government or private organization do a better job at providing services for the unhoused? 

 

ES: Well it’s a mixed bag. The city services are guaranteed, at least, in freezing weather. 

Presently, they provide year round shelter, but that offering is rather tenuous. They are talking 

about cutting back because the law only requires the city to provide shelter when it’s freezing or 

when it’s ninety-five or higher. So, they provide shelter from November first to March thirty-

first. They have to provide shelter from November first to March thirty-first, but they’ve been 

providing it year round.  But because of budget constraints, they have been threatening for the 

last several years to cut back to the bare minimum, to only the five coldest months of the year. 

Myself, and other homeless advocates, have been fighting against that and we’ve actually won 

thus far. And we hope that we keep on winning. The city services are guaranteed, but in terms of 

being kinder or professional, if you will, I would say that churches, faith-based organizations, do 

better.  They are better at connecting with the homeless, at conversing with the homeless, at 

being respectful toward them. They don’t deal with the homeless on a day by day basis, they 

come out and feed whenever they want to and then they go away for a while. So the homeless 

tend to develop relationships with the groups that feed them on a regular basis.  
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There is a group called Praise and Thunder that feeds the homeless in Franklin Park, on the first 

Saturday of every month, at around one o’clock. They are like clockwork, usually. There are 

other groups that feed on a very timely basis. You know they are going to be there and the food 

is good usually. The shelter food is usually not all that great, every once in a while you get a 

good meal. 

 

[55:01] 

 

SNS: Tell me more about the meals. Are they three square meals a day? Are they set times every 

day? How does that work? 

 

ES: Most of the shelters only feed one meal per day, dinner, so that’s around four or five in the 

evening, depending on which shelter you are talking about. Some open at seven, so they 

obviously feed at 7:30 or eight o’clock. So, in most cases, you get one meal a day, at the shelter. 

So, then for breakfast or lunch, you have to go to the various feeding programs that are not  

actually inside the shelter, but they are in different locations around town. For that reason 

homeless people do a lot of traveling. The average person would get out your bed walk a few 

feet into the kitchen and cook a meal. Homeless people they get out of their bed in shelter or on 

the street and they have to go a mile, three miles to get their breakfast. And that become very 

time consuming. And that is part of why people often times stay homeless for a very long time is 

because just taking care of their basic human needs is very time consuming. I told you I am a 

speaker for NCH and another speaker on the same speaker’s bureau often talks about how that he 

invests three and half hours per day into getting a meal and possibly taking a shower as well. He 

gets up from sleeping on the street or in a shelter, he’s actually not homeless anymore, but when 

he was he would get up off the street or out of the shelter bed and he would go down to the 

breakfast program, sign up for a shower. You get a fifteen minute slot. And that includes taking 

everything off, showering and putting everything back on, all in fifteen minutes. So, he had to 

sign up for the shower, then eat breakfast and then take the shower. And by the time he got 

through with all that, it was three an half hours that he invested in taking a shower and eating 

breakfast. In your own home, you can do all that in less than an hour. 
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SNS: And then you mentioned the lunch option, maybe at a another facility, another place or  

another location? 

 

ES: Right so, they go from the shelter to the day program that feeds breakfast, where they might 

also take a shower. And they have to go somewhere else for lunch. And by the time they get 

through with that, it may be a two hour wait before its time to head back to the shelter. So, it’s 

like, you don’t really have enough time in your day to look for a job without funding to ride the 

bus or subway.  You have to walk to your job interview. So there’s a lot of walking going on 

here. And if you are not at a shelter, where you can keep your belongings there, then you have to 

take your belongings with you. And you have to walk into the job interview with a backpack and 

a travel bag- everything you own in your possession. 

 

[58:19] 

SNS: What are some of the other food options, other than going every day to soup kitchens? 

[speaking at the same time] 

 

ES: There are different groups that feed in the parks, but they’re usually pretty spotty. You don’t 

have them feeding every day. And besides that, there aren’t an awful lot of options. They can get 

food stamps and that’s pretty much it.  

 

SNS: Tell me about a regular meal. You mentioned that the food was not that great, at the 

shelter, I believe. 

 

ES: Right. Many of the shelters, here in DC, get their food from the same place, which pretty 

much explains the problem: DC Central Kitchen.  And DC Central Kitchen has received many 

complaints about the food. As a matter of fact, I was in a meeting yesterday and where people 

were complaining about the food. It wasn’t a meeting at DC Central Kitchen, but it was a COHO 

meeting, Coalition of Housing the Homeless Organizations. And people were talking about the 

food from DC Central Kitchen.  
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And I have actually heard the kitchen’s response. They’ve come to the COHO meetings in the 

past and they’ve said, “We have to provide food for people that have a wide array of different 

health issues, from diabetes to high pressure. Then you have Muslims that don’t eat pork, 

everybody’s got they’re dietary preferences and we can’t satisfy you all. So we have to create 

meals in a way that’s neutral to all your different issues. And so we can’t put salt in the food and 

we have to make it diabetic friendly and Muslim friendly and so forth and so on. And that’s why 

it’s so bland.” In a lot of cases, that’s why you get soups that have a lot of beans and no meat. 

And they serve meals that have wheat berries, which I never heard of before I came to DC. I 

didn’t know what a wheat berry was. Needless to say, it is not an Afro-American staple, wheat 

berries. So, a lot of times people get the food and throw it out. 

 

[1:00:44] 

SNS: Growing up, what was your favorite food? 

 

ES: I have a few different foods that I like. I love a mean Delmonico steak or fried pork chop. 

 

SNS: Are you a good cook? 

 

ES: Yes I haven’t cooked in a while, but when I was cooking, I did pretty good. I think I could 

still do pretty well. Being that I retained my high school education, all these years, I think I 

retained my cooking skills as well. 

 

SNS: Did you cook when you were younger, in your home or did you take part in the family 

meals? 

 

ES: No I didn’t do any cooking when I was living with my parents. Generally, my Mom would 

have the girls to help her cook and the guys would go outside with Dad and do yard work. I did 

some chores around the house. I just didn’t do any cooking. And when I got out on my own, I 

just kind of started figuring these out. I have pretty good comprehension. I can read instructions, 

bake a cake and do whatever the instructions tell me to do. Actually, in my early adulthood, I 

became friends with these people that ran a restaurant in Gainesville, Florida called Mom’s 
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Kitchen and I gained a few pointers over there. And then different lady friends over the years 

have given me pointers as well. And so I learned how to cook. 

 

SNS: Sounds good. You said s different lady friends, do you mind if I ask if you have ever been 

married? You’re smiling- (laughing) If you have ever been married or if you have a girlfriend? 

 

ES: Yes I did. In 1990, I actually began to be involved with a woman named Joyce, down in 

Gainesville, Florida. We were together for about four years and she died in August of ’94, just 

about a month a before her thirty-first birthday.  

 

SNS: Sorry. 

  

ES: Yes. She wouldn’t stop drinking. She was real petite, about five foot two, a hundred pounds. 

And she drank about a six pack a day, but she didn’t eat very much. And that combination of her 

being petite and not eating a lot and drinking how she did, that tore up her liver. I went to the 

hospital with her about four or five times, over those four years. And then when she died in 

August of ’94, I was out of town. When I got back in town, I was going to visit her. I was 

walking down the street and a lady who knew both of us, stopped to pick me up. As I’m in the 

car with her, she went to a gas station. I’m thinking she’d going to get gas and turns out she had 

something else in mind. She knew that Joyce had died and that I hadn’t heard about to yet. So 

she went to this gas station and asked to use the phone. It was against their policy, so she 

explained the story to them, which I found out later, of course and they let her use the phone. 

And she called her daughter, this was an older woman named, Martha. She called her daughter, 

Shirley, who at that time, was in her thirties. She says, “Shirley, Sheptock’s back in town and he 

doesn’t realize Joyce died.” She didn’t know how to break it to me. So, Shirley said, “Bring him 

over to my place.”  Shirley had some boys, who were in their teens at the time. They thought I 

was going to go berserk or whatever when I found out, so she wanted to have people there at the 

time to calm me down. So Martha brought me over to Shirley’s place and Shirley broke the news 

to me- And I didn’t go berserk, I just kind of sat there and looked down through the class table at 

the floor for a minute. And I didn’t know what to say. I didn’t really shed any tears at that 

moment, but I did later, in private. So, I did have that four year relationship and then in 2002, I 
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was married for a very short while. When you include the dating and the marriage together, it 

was about three months. I was actually only marred five weeks to the day. Makes me feel like a 

Hollywood star- So, that didn’t work out. It’s kind of ironic that the woman who I didn’t marry, I 

was with for four years, until she died and the woman that I didn’t marry I was with a quarter of 

a year. Presently, I do have a certain woman that I’m seeing. And we are not officially an item 

yet. But I have known her for a few months and we might take it to the next level sometime 

soon, so I’m not committed right now.  So I am still open. 

 

[1:05:58] 

 

SNS: Do you go on dates? 

  

ES: Do we go on dates? Well, we spend a lot of time together, I wouldn’t officially call it a date. 

We do spend a lot of time together. 

 

SNS: Very well. Are there any difficulties that you find being unhoused having a relationship? 

Does it impact your person relationships at all? And, if so, how? 

 

ES: Well, if we are both homeless, then there’s the obvious issue. So, you know, when you want 

to play house. (big laugh) Life becomes really expensive when you don’t have your own. Paying 

for an apartment runs you about sixteen hundred a month here in DC, as I said earlier. Paying for 

a hotel room runs you about a 100 a night, which is about 3,000 a month. So, if you don’t have 

enough money to be able to pay rent for an apartment, then you have to pay twice as much per 

night for a hotel. So, there’s that obvious issue. But in terms of how she feels about me, just 

because of me being homeless. She obviously doesn’t look down on me because we spend a lot 

of time together. She feels really good about me and I feel good about her. So, in terms of our 

relationship, it is not a problem. But just as far as getting rooms is concerned, it can be 

expensive. 

 

SNS: As we wind down this first portion, is there anything that you want the world to know 

about you, personally? You just mentioned that this person sees you, knows you- doesn’t look 
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down on you, likes you. Is there something about Eric Sheptock that you would want the world 

to know, personally, intimately? 

 

ES: OK, well I often say that the only difference between a homeless person and a housed person 

is that a homeless person doesn’t have a home. A lot of times, I make it a point- I actually make 

it a point to withhold the fact that I am homeless, as I speak to a new acquaintance. I see them 

warming up to me and everything is going well. I will watch for their reaction when I finally do 

tell them that I am homeless. In some cases they begin to shy away. You see that moment when 

they are like, “Uh, uh, well, uh, can I buy you some food?” Then they’re like, “I got somewhere 

to go.” It’s like, “Okay.” That’s a classic indication that there’s just kind of backing away from 

you when they realize that you are from that economic class- the poor, the homeless. They want 

to patronize you by buying you something and then they want to leave you. 

 

SNS: How does that make you feel? 

 

ES: How does that make me feel? Well, I guess, I’m more concerned about how it makes them 

feel. I’m like I did it this way on purpose. I made sure that I gave you some intelligent 

conversation first, that there was some kind of connection there, for a while. And then I did it on 

a time release basis, where only after we had a good feeling between did I come out and let you 

know that I was homeless, so that I could see that changeover. It kind of makes you feel like they 

are being ridiculous. So we can get along and be really good friends as long as you don’t know 

that I’m homeless. As soon as you find out about my economic status, that changes your whole 

view of me. And to me that’s just kind of crazy that you can go from thinking so highly of a 

person, one moment, to thinking so lowly the next moment and its only because of their 

economic status. Not because they made you feel that they were going to hurt you, not because 

they came off as being crazy, not because of any obvious character flaws, just because of their 

economic status. And that really says a lot about this country being a capitalist country where 

money is everything. Where if you have no money, you are nothing even if you connect with 

somebody before you find out that they are poor or homeless then you break that connection as 

soon as you find out that they are poor or homeless. 
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SNS: If you could say one thing to that person, before they walked away, if you could say one 
thing, what would you want them to know about you? 
 
ES: I think it’s what I already said if that the only difference between me and you is that I don’t 
have a home. But, I’m still a pretty smart guy, a moral guy, a guy with feelings and so forth and 
so on. I’m human in every respect, just like you. And it’s ridiculous for you to change your view 
of me just because of my economic status. 
 
SNS: Thank you so much, Eric Sheptock, for sharing your thoughts and your idea s and yourself 
with us today.  
 
ES: Sure. 
 
SNS: Thank you. 
 
[1:11:24] 
End of interview  
 
 


